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Russia wants extra NCTB-security in NL

Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
Its a good thing I went to the library last night, to read the local newspaper. Haarlemsdagblad reports on
'Russsia demands extra security from NCTB for RU-builldings-& organisations in NL.Reason: unknown'.
Ja, ja.....
Let me guess:
● Threaths against RU in NL can be neglected
● RU told NCTb:
'We know that you can be blackmailed with terrorism, because you hide an ICC-lawcase against
parliament Balkenende for the world. This lawcase is published on the web.
AIVD & Police-corpses don't look professionally either. Mister A. Aboutaleb is now Major of
Rotterdam, while he should have been in ICC-prison for crimes against humanity
= he makes Rotterdam 100% lawless.
When RU is being attacked by terrorism in Rotterdam - or attacks have something to do with the
ICC-lawless against NL, we come after you. Now give RU extra security'.
How am I doing?
You know, when you want to be sure 'that RU is secured in NL you have to assasinate ICC-employees:
president, prosecutors & judges'.
Or, do you know with which NGOs & AVOs they work, under wihch circumstances, for which legal goals?
If you do, share your knowledge with the world. Aid-workers drop death due to the way ICC proceeds.
If you are too much of a coward to assasinate ICC-employees, ask Barack Obama to close ICC after he
has closed Guantanamo-bay. I like Hilary Clinton on Foreign Affairs....though she's not smart enough
to see through NL-war-makers-mentality. These war-makers profit from the fact that NL is a very small
cournty = individuals can't move to another state if they don't get their rights = war-makers stay in
power. The Clintons don't discriminate intentionally.
Are you aware of the fact that you make yourself more vulnerable in NL, now Israel is free to exercise
crimes against humanity without punishment?
There will be a new war between Islamic-countries & Jewish-countries.
NL - Christians in politics, like Balkenende or Moslim-haters like Geert Wilders and Rita Verdonk - will
take advantage of this war to make themselves more stronger, so they stay out of ICC-prison
= they will cause more war.
= they will be very angry when they learn that Moslims educate themselves better & get more powerful
jobs in NL
I really have a terrible feeling about Interpol
= they are against the people - or work to slow in favour of the people - what causes extra wars.
= nothing proves they want to know 'if ICC is a fair court of law or if NL is a state of law.'
= Interpol makes EU-dictators stronger
Give me www.NLFschool.RU in EN-RU.
Have a straightforward day,
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